Lolo Motorway / Wind Lakes

Views along the Lolo Motorway early October 2022

Retracing the steps of Lewis and Clark (1805 & 1806) across the Idaho mountains was an
adventure! Mountain lakes, fire lookout towers, and ridge-top vistas beckon travelers. I can’t
think of another drive as unique as this. Camps and significant landmarks were marked by nice
signs along the route giving you a brief history of what took place, where and when.
For the Nimiipuu (the Nez Perce) the Lolo Trail was the “Road to Buffalo Country” a route
families traveled each summer to hunt Buffalo and trade with Plains tribes to the east. For
other tribes to the east, it was the route to Salmon fishing and trading with coastal tribes.
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The drive from Kamiah to
Powell is 119 miles. The
segment of the historic
Lolo Motorway from
Canyon Junction to Powell
Junction is 73 miles of
rough road in several
sections with steep dropoffs. A high clearance
vehicle is highly
recommended if not
required. Call the local
ranger district before
driving (July-September) to
make sure there are no
restrictions due to fire or
road repairs.

Scenes along the Lolo Motorway
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A view of Wind Lakes and Colt Lake from Graves Peak (A nearby hike you should do while in the area)

I also included an amazing hike we did on this trip to Wind Lakes and Graves Peak since it was
so awesome and near the Lolo Motorway. Wind Lakes trailhead (aka Tom Beal Park via Tom
Beal Road #362) is about 12 miles from Powell, ID where we ended the Lolo Trail drive reaching
highway 12. The road is rough and has steep drop-offs but very doable. The hike is a moderate
6 miles to the lakes and not well known. You’ll feel like you’re in wilderness as you hike to the
lakes. Keep an eye out for wildlife because it has about every animal the Idaho Wilderness has
to offer.

Views along the hike up to Graves peak and fire lookout
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Itinerary:
Day 1 – Drive from Boise and camp at Rocky Ridge Lake along the Lolo Motorway.
Day 2 – Camp near Cayuse Junction along the Lolo Motorway.
Day 3 – Complete the Lolo Motorway and drive and hike to Wind Lakes
Day 4 - Summit Graves Peak and drive home
As I mentioned, many significant places are signed along the Lolo Motorway. Here are the
Highlights from west to east as we travelled:
1. Rocky Ridge Lake – A few campsites (only campsite on the historic portion) with table, fire pit
and restroom near a beautiful lake. No water.
2. Weitas Butte Lookout – take this side road and climb the stairs for amazing views
3. Weitas Meadows – take a peaceful walk across the boardwalk on the north end of the
meadow to the historic Nee-me-poo trail
4. Liz Butte Cabin – A side trip to a cabin we never drove to
5. Castle Butte Lookout – a short side road to more great views from the lookout
6. Smoking Place – the cairns were vandalized but a sign exists for this spiritual place of the
tribes.
7. Indian Post Office – See several cairns on this sacred ground to the tribes. Make sure to look
over the edge at Indian Post Office Lakes nearby.
8. Lewis and Clark campsites – Many signs along the way describing from their journals what
took place. Amazing!
The flight of the Nez Perce is an amazing story everyone should be familiar with which also has
significance to this route. The more you learn about the Nez Perce and Lewis and Clark
Expedition before arriving the more meaningful this trip will be!

Rocky Ridge Lake
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Weittas Butte Lookout
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Boardwalk at Weittas Meadows
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Castle Butte Lookout

Smoking Place Sign
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Devil’s Chair
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Indian Post office and Indian Post Office Lakes
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One of the cairns at Indian Post Office
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Beautiful scenery along the route
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Wind Lakes and Grave peak - scenes along the way

Grave Peak above Wind Lakes
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Upper (above) and Middle Wind Lakes
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The hike to Graves Peak Lookout
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Views from Graves Peak
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Views of Wind Lakes (above) and Colt Lake from the lookout – Notice the burnt area around Wind Lakes
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The hike out along the creek and a view of Walton Lakes from a short spur road
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A view of the Bitterroots engrained in my mind forever!

The feel of wilderness made this hike very special. I was hoping to hear wolves, but fires did a
number on this area this summer (2022). I became familiar with this area from a hike I did in
2015 on the continental divide. I looked west and saw this looming peak that looked like an
island in the sea of mountains. I determined to figure out what the peak was and go there some
day. Through my research I discovered it was Graves Peak and that it was surrounded by many
lakes. I did not see this hike in any trail guides. I found a couple of YouTube videos and they
both described the serenity and wildness of this place including hearing and seeing wolves.
I went into this hike not knowing much about trail conditions. The trails were surprisingly fine,
and I wondered why this place wasn’t better known. I didn’t fish but it didn’t seem like it would
hold any lunkers. Maybe somebody will prove that statement wrong. You’ll walk through a mile
or so of burnt forest on your hike in but there are still trees around most of the lakes for good
campsites.
Remember the phrase "If a tree falls in a forest and no one is around to hear it, does it make a
sound?" – I heard a tree fall in the forest on this hike!

I’m positive you’ll have a story to tell if you make this drive and hike one of your adventures!
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My coworker Daniel walking through some burned areas (still smoldering in a few places)
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